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Abstract Clinical Trials (CTs) are essential for the advancement of medical
research, paving the way for the development and adoption of new treatments,
and contributing to the evolution of healthcare. An essential factor for the
success of a CT is the appropriate management of its participants and their
personal data. According to the current regulations, collecting and using per-
sonal data from participants must comply with rigorous standards. Therefore,
healthcare institutes need to obtain freely given, specific, informed, and un-
ambiguous consent before being able to collect the data. Some of the major
limitations of the current technological solutions are the lack of control over
the granularity of consent grants, as well as the difficulty of handling dynamic
changes of consent over time. In this paper, we present SCoDES, an approach
for trusted and decentralized management of dynamic consent in clinical trials,
based on blockchain technology (BCT). The usage of blockchain provides a set
of features that allow maintaining consent information with trust guarantees
while avoiding the need for a dedicated or centralized third trusted party. We
provide a full implementation of SCoDES, made available as a self-contained
infrastructure, with the possibility to interact with external services, and using
Hyperledger as a blockchain framework.
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1 Introduction

Clinical Trials (CTs) play a fundamental role in the advancement of medical
research, for example, through data collection and analysis regarding safety
and effectiveness of new drugs and (bio)medical devices (Pocock, 2013). These
studies pave the way for the development and adoption of new treatments and
therefore have a profound impact on the evolution of healthcare. One of the
most critical factors for the success of a CT is the appropriate management of
its participants and their personal data. Every step of a given study involves
sharing, validating, monitoring, and accessing a considerable amount of sen-
sitive data. To handle this kind of information, it is necessary to guarantee
reproducibility, transparency, privacy, inviolability, and consent on the data.
According to the GDPR (EU, 2019; Anjomshoae et al., 2019), collecting and
using personal data from participants must comply with rigorous standards.
Therefore, healthcare institutes need to obtain freely given, specific, informed,
and unambiguous consent before being able to collect the data (Association,
2013).

Currently, a large number of healthcare and research institutions still rely
on paper-based management of the consent (Kaye et al., 2015; Calvaresi et al.,
2017). The process of migrating the consent management from paper to digi-
tal is still ongoing and characterized by several open challenges (Atasoy et al.,
2018). Some of the significant limitations of the current technological solutions
are the lack of control over the granularity of consent grants, the difficulty of
handling dynamic changes of consent over time (Compert et al., 2018), and still
open ethical concerns when binding such data with intelligent systems (Cal-
varesi et al., 2019a). Handling the consent in CTs demands to ensure proper
management of information in a distributed manner while guaranteeing high
levels of security and trust (Lorell et al., 2015). Whereas in paper-based sys-
tems trust is mainly dependent on the human factor, in the digitized approach,
distributed systems and underlying technologies are the ones subject to strict
scrutiny. In this scope, some of the key aspects required for trusted and secure
management of consent in CTs include: (i) certified authentication for access
to data and resources, (ii) decentralized and trusted consent data access across
different healthcare institutions and participants, (iii) verifiable, unfalsifiable
and accountable registry of operations, transactions and consent authoriza-
tions, (iv) secure and consistent modification of dynamic consent, and (v)
participant-centered control over her own consent preferences, approvals and
revocations.

In this paper, we propose an approach for trusted and decentralized man-
agement of dynamic consent in clinical trials, based on blockchain technology
(BCT). The usage of blockchain –an emergent technology for decentralized
sharing and management of an immutable and transparent append-only reg-
istry (Nakamoto, 2008)– provides a set of features that allow maintaining con-
sent information with trust guarantees while avoiding the need for a dedicated
or centralized third trusted party (TTP) (Agbo et al., 2019). The proposed
design leverages several characteristics inherent to BCT to manage consent
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information. Using cryptographic primitives, and possibly relying on specific
membership mechanisms and consensus protocols (Cachin and Vukolić, 2017),
BCT can be used to store sensitive information (e.g., consent) ensuring trans-
parency and verification of the shared data even among distributed intelligent
and autonomous systems(Calvaresi et al., 2018, 2019b).

The blockchain can execute a predetermined set of tasks (named smart
contracts) that operate on the registry replicating the required actions in every
peer. The stored data are digitally signed transactions (broadcasted by the
participants) grouped into chronologically timestamped blocks. Two adjacent
blocks are connected by a unique identifier, which is obtained by hashing the
content of the antecedent block and stored in the subsequent (see Figure 1).
Thus, potential alteration of the block’s content can be easily verified: by
hashing it again and comparing the identifiers of the two subsequent blocks.
Moreover, the blockchain is replicated and maintained by every peer, making
it easy to spot any malicious attempt to tamper the registry.

Fig. 1 BCT main components.

Contribution:
This paper presents SCoDES, an approach and a fully implemented system for
consent management in clinical trials, based on BCT. In particular, the formu-
lation and management of the patient consent are dynamic, i.e., automatically
generated according to the features of a given trial; and reliable, leveraging
the qualities of the underlying blockchain infrastructure.

Moreover, the system provides full control to the patient over her consent
preferences, including the possibility of accepting/rejecting requests of consent
at different levels of granularity, and of smoothly revoking a prior consent,
keeping track of the associated data. All operations involving the actors of a
given CT are safely stored on the distributed ledger, through a private per-
missioned blockchain1.

1A blockchain is permissioned if the identities of the users and rights to participate in
the consensus (writing to the ledger and/or validating the transactions) are controlled by a
membership service.
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Furthermore, the system has been implemented and made available as a
self-contained infrastructure. Nevertheless, it has been designed with the pos-
sibility to interact with external services/components. For example, it provides
integration with existing third-party CT software, such as REDCap (Research
Electronic Data Capture), through a dedicated API. The underlying concept
is that the blockchain module of the system can be decoupled from its use case.
Indeed, the presented system can operate as an external consent management
service extending already existing CT management systems. Summarizing, the
most relevant features of BCT implemented in SCoDES include:

– Trust management: trust is not centralized on a single actor, but it is dis-
tributed among the peers/participants of the network (in this case health-
care institutions and research facilities);

– Immutability: the ledger cannot be modified, nor any transaction stored
in it can be deleted. Every modification is recorded and it leads to the
creation of a new record (keeping the complete history);

– Authentication: access to the resources is granted through the authentica-
tion process managed by a certification authority;

– Consistency: updates of the world state (all the resources of a network with
their corresponding attributes and respective values) are spread across the
network and committed by each node

– Integrity: transactions are visible but not mutable due to the cryptographic
nature of the ledger

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes current
structures, management, use, and implementations of existing Clinical Data
Management Systems (CDMSs). Section 3 introduces the system design and
modeling approach. Section 4 details the prototype (architecture and the tech-
nologies), motivating the strategical choices. Section 5 proposes the studied
use cases and alternative approaches. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
discussing and summarizing the objectives reached and open challenges.

2 State of the art

Since the emergence of blockchain technologies, the potential domains of ap-
plication experienced fast growth. According to the study proposed by Casino
et al. (Casino et al., 2018), a possible classification is proposed in Table 1.
Although the domains are heterogeneous, there are consistent overlaps among
the applications. For example, in the health domain, electronic health records
(EHR) can get patients’ biological values from wearable and distributed sen-
sors – henceforth, creating potential overlaps with the domain of IoT. For ex-
ample, envisioning such direction, Rantos et al. (Rantos et al., 2018) proposed
a blockchain-enabled framework to address primary emerging privacy needs
in the IoT ecosystem (reconciling patient, home environment, and e-health
services). Below, we explore existing BCT-based works in the health and the
biomedical domain, focusing on consent management, clinical trial manage-
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ment systems (CTMS), and the usage of blockchain for ensuring privacy and
trust in such a domain.

Domain Applications Domain Applications

Health electronic health records, consent IoT eBusiness,
distributed device management

Privacy
& Security Anonymization, secure storage Education reputation,

certification management
Integrity
verification

counterfeit, insurance,
intellectual property Financial cryptocurrencies,

marketplace prediction

Governance identity management, proof of existence,
notary & law, public administration

Business and
Industry energy sector, supply chain

Data Management human resources, data distribution

Table 1 Main Domain - Applications cassification

2.1 Blockchain and Biomedical applications

In the health domain, biomedical data-types involved in BCT-based applica-
tions are mostly medical electronic health records (EHR), personal health
records, consent forms, drug information, environmental data, location, or
medical evidence data (Drosatos and Kaldoudi, 2019). Drosatos and Kaldoudi (Drosatos
and Kaldoudi, 2019) proposed an extensive study (in the form of a systematic
literature review) about the application of BCT in the biomedical domain.
Figure 2 shows how the authors schematize the distribution of the analyzed
papers. Recently, EHR have gathered the most of the attention. However,

Fig. 2 BCT in the Biomedical domain (Drosatos and Kaldoudi, 2019)

systems employing wearable and embedded sensors and supporting clinical
trials are quickly advancing from the theoretical analysis to the early adop-
tion of BCT (Drosatos and Kaldoudi, 2019). Concerning clinical trials, the
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main focus of this paper, the underlying systems have noticeably evolved in
the past years, covering different aspects of the data management cycle. Nev-
ertheless, the current systems mostly rely on conventional databases coupled
with practices based on paper-work, not satisfying crucial trust requirements
(e.g., accountability, immutability) (Casino et al., 2018) and raising concerns
about the consent management (Drosatos and Kaldoudi, 2019). Ange (An-
geletti et al., 2017) employed the blockchain to preserve data privacy and
integrity of the patients from the evaluation of his/her eligibility to the actual
inclusion in a given trial. benchoufi (Benchoufi et al., 2017) proposed a mech-
anism to ensure non-repudiation and versioning of trial consent forms. Nugent
et al. (Nugent et al., 2016) proposed to use a private blockchain to store all
the data from clinical trials, guaranteeing its compliance with the protocol and
data integrity.

2.2 Clinical trials & consent management

To manage clinical trials efficiently, digital solutions and standard methodolo-
gies need to be adopted and implemented (Friedman et al., 2010). Even if many
healthcare organizations still rely on custom and heterogeneous CTMS (often
incompatible with each other), the collaboration among different healthcare
institutions is increasingly important. Biotechnological and pharmaceutical
industries use such software to maintain, manage, plan, execute, report and
interact with the participants, and track deadlines and milestones. Current
CTMSs encompass the underlying business process. Therefore, they do not
necessarily share the same characteristics or architect
ures. CTMSs have to reflect the structure and processes of CTs accurately. The
adoption of Electronic Data Capture (EDC) and other technologies increased
the number of medical applications. Current implementations provide over-
lapping functionalities, therefore, introducing redundancies and inefficiency.
CTMS producers have to cope with eliminating data discrepancies and
reconciling the activities across systems.

Besides the clinical data collected during the CT, the patient consent is
the other sensitive piece of information that a CTMS should be able to man-
age (Davis et al., 1998). Patient consent can be defined as a set of policies
allowing participants and patients to determine what health information they
are willing to permit their various care providers/researchers to access (Neisse
et al., 2015). It enables patients and participants to affirm their participation
in e-health initiatives and to establish consent directives to determine who
will have access to their protected health information (PHI), for what pur-
pose and under what circumstances, enforcing consumer, organizational, and
jurisdictional privacy policies (Mulder and Tudorica, 2019). As in the case of
CTMSs, there are different Consent-Management Platforms (CMP). CTMSs
need a consent-management platform to (i) process personal data, (ii) auto-
mate the data analysis, and (iii) allow data transfer between organizations. A
CMP should document (i) who gave consent, (ii) when the consent was given,
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(iii) what the user consented to, and (iv) the consent status (e.g., amended or
withdrawn). Based on these requirements, it is possible to implement a solu-
tion by using standard off-the-shelf software or building a tailored application
based on specific needs.

2.3 Clinical trial management software

Choosing a standard software (commercial or open-source) brings all the ad-
vantages of well-established policies and workflows for data acquisition and
management. Compatibility is ensured by using standardized data interchange
formats such as proposed by the Clinical Data Interchange Standard Consor-
tium (CDISC2). In addition, with the growth of internet connectivity, many
players are choosing web-based solutions to manage this type of data. Off-the-
shelf systems are also particularly suited for a distributed context in which
multiple distant trial sites are involved. Applications can also be delivered
with a rental fee through a Software as a Service (SaaS) model. The main
disadvantage of using these approaches is that customers may not be willing
to rely on external cloud storage and data management for keeping privacy.

Considering the different approaches for CTMS, existing standard and cus-
tom implementations are described below. REDCap (Harris et al., 2009; Uni-
versity, 2019) (Research Electronic Data Capture) is a free cross-platform
electronic data capture (EDC)3 system for designing clinical and translational
research databases (based on metadata). Such a system can replace the tradi-
tional paper-based data collection practices fastening the time to market for
drugs and medical devices, therefore widely adopted by pharmaceutical compa-
nies and contract research organizations. REDCap is built upon a lightweight
PHP stack, relatively easy to deploy and maintain. Moreover, it implements
security and privacy on different levels through access control rules, authenti-
cation, and several filters. The creator of a project (e.g., a CT) can set user
privileges to define what resources are accessible to whom with a customizable
granularity. The most common controls focus on limiting access to function-
alities such as exporting/importing data, modifying surveys, running reports,
and viewing logging records. To protect the data stored in REDCap, the ap-
plication uses several techniques to filter, sanitize, and validate data. The
application also provides a few methods to prevent common attacks such as
Cross-Site-Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection. However, this layer of security
does not cover protection on data storage. Setting the web server, database
server, and securing the communication are responsibilities of the partner in-
stitution installing REDCap.

OpenClinica is an open-source clinical data management system (CDMS)
providing EDC features coupled with electronic Case Report Form (eCRF)
functionalities. It is a web-based solution (offering both free and enterprise

2CDISC: https://www.cdisc.org/standards
3An EDC is a computerized system designed for the collection of clinical data in elec-

tronic format for use mainly in human clinical trials.
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versions). OpenClinica provides a modular structure for setting up the study,
submitting data, monitoring and extracting the data. Moreover, its compli-
ance with CDISC Operational Data Model (ODM) for data interchange is a
key feature motivating a broad adoption (LLC, 2019). OpenClinica uses a Post-
greSQL database that mirrors the structure and nomenclature of the CDISC
ODM standard. The customer demands the definition of data protection and
security policies.

Phoenix CTMS is a custom Java web application developed by the Univer-
sity of Graz (Krenn, 2014). It implements a full set of EDC capabilities with
input form composition and scripting and elaborated user requirements (e.g.,
web calendars and document management). Moreover, it is compliant with
regulations such as the Good Clinical Practice, Data Privacy Act through the
implementation of data security measures including subject de-identification
and application-level encryption of data at rest, audit trail and digital signa-
tures, configurable user privileges, and host-based access restriction.

2.4 Blockchain and CTMS consent management

Although implementations and architectures of the software solutions men-
tioned above may differ, they offer similar features typical of a CTMS. How-
ever, concerning the key concept of consent management, they treat it in a
rather static and traditional manner. In particular, the consent related to a set
of sensitive data is implemented through standard database fields representing
status (e.g., unopened, viewed, and signed) reflecting the conditions of actual
(physical) documents still part of the clinical trial initialization pro-
cess. Besides the well-known challenges characterizing the management of the
consent for the actual medical data, relating the consent to the research-data
(e.g., aggregated and post-analysis data) produced by elaborating the medical
data still requires further investigations (Jahankhani and Kendzierskyj, 2019).

Moreover, non-conformance of consent, the dangers of selective reporting,
bias, and misconduct leading to more severe implications can affect CTs in any
of their phases. To this end, BCT are claimed to be able to play a crucial role
in CTs. Nonetheless, there is a lack of practical applications. BlockTrial
is an early-stage implementation of BCT for CT (Maslove DM, 2018). It uses
a web-based interface allowing users to run trials-related Smart Contracts on
an Ethereum network. The platform enables participants to grant researchers
access to their data and allows researchers to submit queries for data that are
stored off-chain. Both participants and researchers behave as nodes in Block-
Trial, each one with its specific Smart Contract. The network in this project
is implemented using a private version of the Ethereum blockchain, a widely
used solution that also provides a well-established framework. The prototype
presented in this paper overcomes these limitations by employing a private
blockchain infrastructure implemented through the Hyperledger framework
that does not involve the use of any cryptocurrency, as detailed in the next
section.
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Other blockchain-based platforms for trusted information sharing includes
the Korean TIP platform (Lee and Yoon, 2019), although it is not focused on
consent management policies. Similarly, the Peer-to-peer file sharing system
in (Vimal and Srivatsa, 2019), manages distributed resources shared by de-
centralized entities using blockchain, but lacks higher level access control and
is limited to the capabilities of a distributed file system. Beyond blockchain-
based approaches, other prototypes such as the mobile based data acquisition
application by Beierle et al. (Beierle et al., 2019) explored ways of protect-
ing data privacy, showing what types of data a participant is willing to share
with researchers. It is in fact crucial to understand the dynamics of data shar-
ing, which may also include the patients’ next of kin, informal caregivers,
etc. (Jaschinski and Allouch, 2019), which should be considered in any data
consent and sharing system.

3 System Design

The design of SCoDES considers the management of consent for clinical stud-
ies involving several main players: healthcare institutes (e.g., hospitals or clin-
ical research labs), private industries (e.g., pharmaceutical), universities (e.g.,
medical and data science labs), and regular participants. Therefore, the user
groups (UG) of the system can be classified as follows:

UG1 Investigators - initiating the CT or observing its evolution/results, and
interacting with the participants (e.g., demanding for the data consent).

UG2 Participants - tested subjects/patients: who can see the details of the clin-
ical trials and take part in them by giving the consent to data treatment;

UG3 Observers - accessing the data regarding given CTs for analytical purposes
(e.g., industrial representatives and scientific researchers).

Such users must be able to interact (e.g., creating CT and recording/read-
ing data) supported by reliable and secure consent management mechanisms
(see Figure 3).

Elaborating on the still unmet needs presented in Section 2, the main
objective set for SCoDES is to enable the dynamic management of the patient
consent via BCT. Such a high-level objective can be decomposed in several
structured system goals:

G1 to improve the current management of consent for CTs;
G2 to allow data-transfer between medical platforms, enabling to provide the

information required in a consistent form ensuring the patient confidential-
ity;

G3 to enforce the trust by ensuring the authenticity and integrity of partici-
pants’ data and consent.

G4 to ensure traceability, patient confidentiality, and transparency in the man-
agement of the patient data and consent, by employing a shared distributed
ledger (e.g., BCT).
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Data Consent

Data Consent

Data Consent

Trusted Distributed System

Fig. 3 SCoDES project: Logical components and interactions.

Goals Requirements
G1 • R1.1: Paperless consent management

• R1.2: Easy data insertion and access
G2 • R2.1 Integration between consent management and data capture systems

• R2.2 Extension of existing solutions with CMS as a service
• R2.3 CMS supporting the development of new solutions

G3 • R3.1 Certification based applications
• R3.2 No need of Trusted Third Parties
• R3.3 Guarantee of data authenticity
• R3.4 Guarantee of data integrity
• R3.5 Guaranteed data source

G4 • R4.1 Consent traceability
• R4.2 Access control on medical data and digital consent
• R4.3 Seamless integration between CTMSs and CMSs
• R4.4 Tamper-proof data storing and monitoring
• R4.5 Distributed reconciling of CTMSs and CMSs

Table 2 Project goals and requirements

To fully satisfy such goals, the set of formal requirements formalized in Table 2
must be met.

Therefore, the developed prototype –named SCoDES– has been designed to
enable the creation and management of CTs, user profiles, and patient consent
(via BCT). Moreover, it provides APIs to connect third-party electronic data
capture software (e.g., REDCap (University, 2019)). Figure 4 represents the
components and design of SCoDES schematically.

The implementation of SCoDES is characterized by classical client-server
architecture. The client (front-end) consists of a web application that allows
the users of the system to access and visualize data. The server (back-end) con-
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sists of a custom REpresentational State Transfer (REST) server providing Ap-
plication Programming Interfaces (APIs) to communicate with the blockchain
and perform the needed transactions. The web application exchanges data
with an underlying blockchain (composed of a data model, chaincode, and a
set of access rules). The data model contains the design and definition of the
assets (Crosby et al., 2016), the participants, the transactions, and the events
that are part of the system. The chaincode (also known as smart contract - the
naming depends on the technology used) contains the definitions of the trans-
actions and their implementation. Finally, access to the resources is defined
through a set of access control rules.

From a functional perspective, the users (patient(s), investigator(s), re-
searcher(s)) can access the system via a web application, which communicates
with a blockchain infrastructure (multi-peer deployable in both single-/multi-
machine configurations).

pa
tie

nt
s

do
ct

or
s

re
se

ar
ch

er
s

layer 3

web application consent

layer 2 layer 1

Fig. 4 Design of the SCoDES architecture.

Layer 1

The first step of the design process included studying and modeling the un-
derlying distributed ledger technology (DLT). As introduced in Section 1, a
blockchain can be considered as a secure and decentralized append-only data-
store of ordered records (grouped blocks). Each block contains timestamped
transactions and is linked to a previous block via a unique identifier (generated
by hashing the content of the antecedent block) (Yaga et al., 2019). Therefore,
the BCT has been considered as a means to record the entire history of the
transactions (concerning the consent management) that occurred in a given
CT.
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Blockchain Infrastructure

The Blockchain Network running in the prototype has been implemented with
the Hyperledger framework4. To facilitate the understanding of the underly-
ing blockchain layer, the next subsection quickly summarizes the features of
Hyperledger Fabric that are more relevant for the SCoDES project.

Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger Fabric is an open-source enterprise-grade permissioned distributed
ledger technology (DLT) platform (IBM, 2019). Its main characteristic is the
permissioned nature (the identities can be disclosed among trusted entities,
which are the only authorized to access the data). The private nature of Hy-
perledger Fabric fits well with the complex structure of a CTMS. Such a frame-
work enables the modeling of all the entities involved in the process of data
and consent management. For instance, in the SCoDES project, a peer node
has been used to represent a healthcare institution, therefore connecting to it
a private channel to carry out transactions.

The basic strategical key features for software dealing with CTs and digital
consent are:

– Authentication: known identities,
– Access Control: role assigned restricts the actions,
– Transaction Validation: a subset of participants’ checks and (if valid) signs

the transactions to be endorsed.

Participants decide who and how the block validation takes place. Since
the validation process involves a subset of peers that are part of the network,
the administrator(s) can decide which nodes have this capability (who) and
what kind of consensus algorithm5 they should use (how). Hyperledger Fabric’s
components can be analyzed from different perspectives:

Logic: The basic elements defining the business logic of a Hyperledger Fabric
network are:
– Assets: they represent the digitized values (JSON or binary files). They

can be either tangible (sensors measurements, biometrics) or intangible
(consent on data treatment). In a DLT, a transaction expresses the
change of assets’ state.

– Chaincode: it defines the assets’ structure and the business logic for the
transactions (e.g., in the SCoDES project, it defines the structure of
the trials and the transactions used to manipulate them).

4Hyperledger is an open-source collaborative effort created to advance cross-industry
blockchain technologies. It is a global collaboration, hosted by The Linux Foundation, in-
cluding leaders in finance, banking, Internet of Things, supply chains, manufacturing and
Technology(IBM, 2019)

5A consensus algorithm defines the mechanisms ruling agreement among several peers
about the correctness and security of a given transaction.
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– Ledger : it records all of the assets transactions and changes (e.g., if a
participant accepts a contract, this action is recorded on the ledger).

Privacy: Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned network (no anonymous ac-
cess). The components of the authenticated infrastructure are:
– Members: legally separate or independent entities (e.g., network ad-

ministrators, investigators, participants, and researchers). Depending
on their authority, members may be able to use a membership service
providers (MSP) to create participants and infrastructure component
identities within their organization.

– Membership Service Provider(s): they can be one or more per network.
Such components handle the authentication process (via a Public Key
Infrastructure - PKI). Each organization has a Certification Authority
(CA) that provides X509 certificates to identify each participant (used
to handle identity and validate the transactions).

– Certification Authority : entity handling (issuance and revocation) of
the certificates.

Connection: A Hyperledger network is composed of three types of nodes (peer-
to-peer endpoints distributing and syncing the ledger) connected through
channels.
– Client : node(s) initiating transactions (certificate required).
– Peer : node(s) keeping the ledger synced (certificate required).
– Orderer : node(s) backbone of the communication. They are responsible

for the distribution and order of the transactions.
– Channel : members can participate in multiple Hyperledger blockchain

networks. The transaction in each network is isolated, and this is made
possible thanks to the channels. The peers connected with a given chan-
nel can receive all the transactions broadcasted on it. Each channel is
dedicated to an independent ledger.

Layer 2

The middle layer provides a higher-level interface towards the underlying net-
work. This interface consists of a lightweight server communicating with a
blockchain infrastructure built with the help of Hyperledger Composer, a set
of tools facilitating the creation and management of business networks6 run-
ning on a Hyperledger Fabric environment.

Hyperledger Composer

While Fabric allows defining the concrete components of the network (i.e.,
peers, Certification Authorities (CAs) and Orderers), Hyperledger Composer
allows to abstract the process of defining the actual network. To build a

6Business network refers to a blockchain application developed with Hyperledger Com-
poser.
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blockchain application, Hyperledger Composer requires four essential elements:
model, chaincode, access control rules, and queries.

Model: the model consists of one or more Concerto files (CTO) containing a
high-level object-oriented description of the domain model. In the SCoDES
project, there is a single model file defining the structure and the transac-
tions related to the assets of the network (i.e., contracts and trials). CTOs
are composed of:
– A single namespace (i.e., a declarative region) containing all the re-

source declarations.
– A set of resource definitions, encompassing assets, transactions, partic-

ipants, and events
– import declarations (import resources from other namespaces - op-

tional)
Chaincode: The transaction logic is contained in at least one JavaScript file.

Such scripts may contain transaction processor functions implementing the
model and including decorators and metadata.
A transaction processor function is the logical operation of a transaction
defined in a model file. For example, in this project, a transaction processor
function to give consent for a clinical trial uses JavaScript to change the
status of a contract from issued (i.e., newly created) to accepted. Through
transaction processors, it is also possible to emit events once the transaction
is completed.

Access Control Rules: to determine which users/roles are permitted to cre-
ate, read, update, or delete elements in a network is allowed by ACL rules.
Hyperledger Composer differentiates between access control for resources
within a business network (business access control) and access control for
network administrative changes (network access control). Business access
control and network access control are both defined in the access control
file (.acl) for a business network. Network access control uses the system
namespace, which is implicitly extended by all resources in a business net-
work, and grants or denies access to specific actions. For example, in the
SCoDES prototype, the admin user has the system-level right to enroll and
validate new participants in the network.

Queries: the queries can be used to get information about the blockchain
world-state. Dynamic queries are used in the back-end of the SCoDES web-
site to retrieve specific resources. For example, getting a list of contracts
with a precise status.

Layer 3

The presentation layer has been designed primarily considering the goal G1
(to facilitate and improve the use of a CTMS, even for inexperienced users).
Hence, the application’s user interface (UI) has been designed as a website
(based on React.js), familiar to most users, and simple to learn for begin-
ners. The rationale of this choice are (i) React.js grants ease of use, flexibility,
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and modularity, and (ii) it speeds up the developing process (it is written in
JavaScript, a programming language used throughout the whole project). The
website interface has been designed with a typical dashboard layout, which
allows the users to keep track and explore their data concisely and straight-
forwardly.

The next section provides the technical details concerning the implemen-
tation of the presented design.

4 System Implementation

The implementation of SCoDES follows the three-layered architecture shown
in Figure 4. A web interface (layer 3) was chosen as the main interface for
the end-users, given its cross-device compatibility, usability, and appeal. The
logic (layer 2) is composed of a custom REST server that provides APIs to
communicate with the underlying blockchain infrastructure. The blockchain
infrastructure (layer 1) provides mechanisms for data access, exposition, and
persistence. A detailed description of these layers follows.

4.1 Web Interface

According to the goals formalized in Section 3, to satisfy the diverse and
remarkably heterogeneous classes of users (e.g., in terms of age, gender, geo-
location, background), the most effective way is to provide them a cross-device
website. The front-end has been developed using React JavaScript library (Inc.,
2019), which uses a modular and flexible declarative approach facilitating the
design. Each view is composed of several elements, which can be managed (e.g.,
their state) and rendered independently. Initially meant to develop single-page
applications (SPA), React can also be used to realize but multi-pages (e.g., by
using it natively or as React-Router). The SCoDES interface consists of a
landing page with a short introduction to the SCoDES project and a login of
the system.

Interfaces and functionalities have been realized according to the user role
(see Table 3). In particular, there are: a dashboard, in which the users can
see a summary of a set of data (user-role dependent); a trials page in which
all available trials are listed; a contracts page that shows the consent status;
and the patient profile displaying his/her medical data (in this case stored on
REDCap).

4.1.1 Dashboard

The dashboard page summarizes the most significant system information ac-
cording to the user class. In particular:

Administrator : the dashboard displays a chart about the transactions com-
mitted since the deployment of the network (organized by the number of
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transactions per hour of the day). The listed transactions are divided by
type (according to the asset involved). Below the chart, there is a table
containing all the transactions characterized by id, transaction type, and
timestamp (sorted by submission time). Finally, the page ends with three
smaller tables listing all the participants of the network organized in doc-
tors, researchers, and participants (see Figure 5).

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Fig. 5 Administrator Dashboard

Doctor : the dashboard summarizes trials and contracts. In the first row, four
plots are showing, respectively, the number of ongoing trials, contracts
(specifying the active ones), patients, and revoked contracts. In the second
row, there are two charts: the former is a pie-chart indicating the num-
ber of trials based on their status (e.g., completed, started, stopped, and
withdrawn ones), the latter shows the trend of the number of patients and
trials in the network (see Figure 6).

Participant : the dashboard recaps a patient’s personal anagraphic and bio-
metric data, and shows the participants of the network supervising/han-
dling and observing the data. The biometric data section also provides a
mock-up structure for displaying data potentially acquirable from wearable
devices. (see Figure 7).
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(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6 Doctor Dashboard

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 7 Participant Dashboard
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Researcher : the researcher dashboard enables to have an overview of data
related to a specific clinical trial. This page loads all the data related to
trials that are being observed by the logged-in researcher and to which
participants have given consent (see Figure 8).

(a)

(b)

(b)

(e)

Fig. 8 Researcher Dashboard

4.1.2 Trials

The trials page consists of a table reporting all the clinical trials on the net-
work. The table provides information about the trial id, name, list of super-
visors, (the doctors conducting the given trial), short description, duration
of the trial, and its status. There is also a filter (drop-down menu) that al-
lows selecting the visualized trials by their status. All the users can click on
each row of the table to open a modal window containing a more extensive
description of the selected trial (including all the phases and measured val-
ues involved). Each phase can be expanded to see deeper details like a brief
description, starting and ending time, data-sets involved, and observers. The
participants, unlike the supervisors, can visualize the data concerning the tri-
als, but without any decisional power. The observers can be doctors and/or
researchers. Doctors have additional functions on this page. They can create
new trials through a dynamic modal that allows to add an arbitrary number
of phases and data-sets and change the status of a trial. The latter function
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has been implemented purely for demonstrative purposes, as doctors should
not arbitrarily change the status of a trial. Instead, it should change due to
events regarding the natural evolution of the trial itself.

4.1.3 Contracts

The contracts page is similar to the trials page. It displays a table containing
the contracts with characterized by id, demander, recipient, the referred trial
and their status (the view is possible to be filtered). The newly issued contracts,
namely the contracts that have not been accepted nor rejected, are highlighted
in light blue.

On this page, the doctors can issue new contracts to possible participants
to register the consent to access their medical data. Patients instead can click
on a contract to open a modal containing the details of the related trial. Such
a piece of information might be discriminant to decide whether to accept it or
not. In this way, the participant can at any time grant or deny the access to
his/her medical data to the supervisors and the observers of the trial.

4.1.4 Medical Data

The medical-data page is available for doctors to manage the biometric data
related to a given CT, and for patients, to insert here their biometric data
(which are stored in REDCap).

4.2 REST Server

An advantage of the layered structure is its modularity. A REST server is a
natural choice to decouple the system components and to comply with the
principle of separation of concerns (Richardson and Ruby, 2008). The REST
server realized for this prototype exposes an interface for enabling the front-
end to manage the data. It has been implemented using Node.js runtime and
Express framework. The functions offered by this layer are coded in three
controllers: resources, transactions, and network.

4.2.1 Resources Controller

The resources controller manages the assets of the network. It contains meth-
ods to retrieve participants, trials, contracts, transactions, and events. These
methods implement a standard process to access data stored on the blockchain:

– Connect to the network through the user’s credentials7
– Perform the query
– Send the result/error

7 Every operation that needs to communicate with the blockchain network needs to be
authenticated. To avoid redundancy, this step is omitted in the next descriptions.
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The connection is essential to perform requests. To access data, each par-
ticipant needs to be recognized and authenticated. This process requires an
identification artifact called Business Network Card. Such an object provides
all the information needed to get connected to the blockchain network, and
it is created by the administrator when a new identity is issued within the
system. The queries to retrieve data are written in a bespoke query language
defined by Hyperledger Composer, and can be contained in a single .qry File
or built dynamically using Composer’s runtime API (see Listing 1). Finally,
if the demand has been successful, the server replies with the data (JSON
format), otherwise with the occurred error and its brief explanation.

1 async function getTr ia l sByStatus ( req , r e s ) {
2 const bnCon = new BusinessNetworkConnection ( ) ;
3 const { cardName , s t a tu s } = req . body ;
4 try {
5 await bnCon . connect ( cardName ) ;
6 const query = bnCon . buildQuery ( ’SELECT org.hevs.scodes

.clinical.Trial WHERE (status == _$status)’ ) ;
7 const r e s u l t = await bnCon . query ( query , { s t a tu s :

s t a tu s })
8 r e s . s t a tu s (200) . j son ( r e s u l t ) ;
9 } catch ( e r r o r ) {

10 conso l e . l og ( e r r o r )
11 r e s . s t a tu s (500) . send ( e r r o r . t oS t r i ng ( ) ) ;
12 }
13 }
14

Listing 1 Dynamic query example

4.2.2 Transactions Controller

The transactions controller implements methods to call transactions on the
blockchain. It is important to note that transactions are not implemented
here. This module exposes an interface to the chaincode (where the actual
transactions are implemented). This controller allows to set up the parameters
for calling transactions according to this procedure:

– Connect to the network through user’s credentials7
– Receive parameters from HTTP requests
– Create a transaction object using the Hyperledger Composer API
– Start the transaction submission through the chaincode

The possible transactions are: create trial, update trial status, create contract,
and update contract.

4.2.3 Network Controller

The network controller implements functions related to the communication
with the blockchain network. The most important ones are the ping (to check
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the network status) and the event listener (to catch events generated from
transactions submission). The event listener allows sending events to the Front-
End through web sockets to display different notifications. This feature enables
the users to know if any relevant change occurred to network assets. For exam-
ple, participants may notice that a new contract has been issued, thus checking
the contract list they can decide whether to accept or reject it.

4.3 Blockchain implementation

The prototype blockchain network has been implemented following the sce-
nario proposed in Figure 9. It involves an organization (e.g., a healthcare
institution/hospital) managing clinical trials and demanding for a distributed
blockchain network to handle the CTs participants’ consent. To do so, we have
realized the prototype using the following data definition model (Listing 2
shows a snippet of the CTO file containing the definition):

Assets: In the studied use case, the assets are represented by:
– Trial: contains the details about a clinical trial8 It consists of id, de-

scription, list of its supervisors, status, and a list of phases. Each phase
is characterized by description, starting and ending time, list of data
types to be collected during the trial, and list of observers.

– Contract: represents the official agreement bounding the participant
(and his/her data) with a clinical trial (and its supervisors/observers).
It contains information about the demander (the one that proposes the
trial), the recipient, the id of the trial, and a status indicating if the
recipient has given consent.

Users: The categories of the users are doctor, researcher, patient, or admin.
Transactions: the model definition file also contains the declaration of all the

transactions. These are used to change the state of the assets (e.g., update
the status of a contract from issued to accepted), and to create participants.

8For the purposes of the study, a custom definition of the trial has been used.
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Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the implemented scenario.

1 /**
2 * The contract on a clinical trial
3 */
4 asset Contract identif ied by cont rac t Id {
5 o String cont rac t Id
6 o ContractStatus s t a tu s
7 −−> ScodesPar t i c ipant demander
8 −−> ScodesPar t i c ipant r e c i p i e n t
9 −−> Tr ia l t r i a l

10 }
11

12 /**
13 * A Clinical Trial
14 */
15 asset Tr i a l identif ied by t r i a l I d {
16 o String t r i a l I d
17 o String durat ion
18 o String d e s c r i p t i o n
19 −−> ScodesPar t i c ipant [ ] s up e r v i s o r s
20 o Tr ia lS ta tu s s t a tu s
21 o Phase [ ] phases
22 }
23

Listing 2 Piece of code from the model definition file
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4.4 Integration with REDCap

REDCap has been widely used by the research community to design, re-
alize, and test electronic data collection platforms to acquire/produce rele-
vant (e.g., medical) research information. Such a platform has been chosen as
database/world-state given its well-established position, robustness, involve-
ment, and relevance in several other health-related projects. REDCap func-
tionalities have been integrated into the prototype through JavaScript API
provided by REDCap-Tools9. A subset of the data structure representing a
patient’s medical data (see Sction 4.3) has been mirrored in a new project
on REDCap. In turn, two functions have been added to the API interface of
the website to import/export data to/from REDCap. Such functions are used
respectively by Patients and Doctors:

Patients: to insert medical data related to a trial to which they give consent.
Once they give consent to a trial, they can edit a form with their biometric
data and send it to REDCap through the import function.

Doctors: to visualize the data related to the patients who gave their consent.
It worth to recall that doctors can only see data relative to trials that
they are supervising. Moreover, if the patient revokes his/her consent, the
doctors will no longer be able to access the data of such a participant.

Role Actions

Administrator

Initialize REDCap project
Create participants
View all transactions
View all participants
View all assets

Doctor

Create/View trials
Create/View contracts
View participants
View medical data (with consent) from REDCap

Patient Accept/Revoke contracts (give/revoke consent)
Send medical data to REDCap

Researcher View medical data (with consent) from REDCap

Table 3 Users types and related actions.

5 System Validation and Discussion

This paper proposed the integration and combination of BCT (Hyperledger
Composer and Fabric) and web technologies (React, REST Server, and RED-
Cap) to dynamically handle participants’ informed consent in CTs (require-

9REDCap-Tools is a non-official organization that provides several interfaces and project
using REDCap, helping developers to exploit REDCap’s advanced functions to their full
potential (Burns et al., 2019).
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ment R1.1). Figure 10 shows the required interactions among the users and
the system components to test a generic use-case scenario.

insert medical data
send data update

open medical data page
retrieve accepted contracts

retrieve medical data of patients that gave consent

send data

send accepted contracts

display patients data

update world state and write transaction

Fig. 10 Use case scenario sequence diagram
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The test involves the following steps:

Trial creation: a doctor creates a new CT through the dedicated form in the
Trials page. By doing so, the doctor can specify the characteristics of the
trial (as described in Section 4). The information composing the Trial goes
through all the layers of the network until it is stored in the world-state
DB of the blockchain (requirements R3.1 and R3.2), and the respective
transaction is submitted on the ledger, guaranteeing authenticity, integrity
and trust (requirements R3.3, R3.4, and R3.5). In turn, the Fabric network
emits an event that is propagated from the REST Server to the Web UI via
a web socket. TheWeb UI then shows a pop-up notification that informs the
user that the transaction has been successfully submitted. If a user receives
a notification when he/she is not logged in, he/she can still visualize it by
clicking on the bell icon on the top right corner).

Contract issue: to access and treat participants’ data, an investigator needs
to issue a contract to all of them. To do so, investigators can use the dedi-
cated form on the Contracts page. A contract consists of a demander (the
doctor issuing the contract), a recipient (the participant), and a CT. Both
participants and trials are selected from a list of existing profiles and trials
loaded from the blockchain network. Once the details are confirmed and
the form submitted, the transaction follows the same workflow described
above.

Consent: a participant can accept or reject to give the consent demanded by
the contracts on the Contracts page. In such a page, the participant has
listed all the contracts in which he appears as a recipient (this access rule is
defined in the business network model). Thus, by clicking on the row related
to a given contract, a view containing a summary of the CT involved in
the contract pops up, giving the possibility to accept or revoke it.

Data retrieval: if the participant accepts the contract (giving the consent -
requirements R4.1 and R4.2 ), he/she can insert the required medical data
(requirement R1.2). In the Medical Data page, the participant can fill a
form containing biometric data (currently using synthetic data). When
submitted, this data are sent directly to REDCap and stored as a record
(requirement R2.1). When a doctor goes to his Medical Data page, the
system retrieves (from REDCap - requirement R4.3) and displays the data
relative to all the patients that accepted the doctor’s contracts (possible to
filter). In the future, if a patient revokes the consent relative to a particular
trial, the doctor is no longer able to see data from that patient on the
specific trial (requirement R4.4).

Basic scenarios similar to the one presented above have been used to show
how some information go through all the layers of the network, thus highlight-
ing the most relevant interactions. Moreover, during the execution of those
scenarios (with alpha and beta testers), it has been recorded participants’
feedback on the single functionalities and experience with the overall presented
prototype.
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The high modularity of the presented prototype can ease the element sub-
stitution (e.g., in the case of constrained technological requirements) and the
interaction with a broad set of third-party tools. The implementation of a
modular CMS increases the possibility of supporting the development of new
solutions exploiting different technologies ( R2.3). Among the interesting fu-
ture integrations, we could list:

IoT (Internet of Things): one of the most interesting integrations for the pro-
totype presented is with IoT systems. In particular, Healthcare or more
in general, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) domain might require the use
of wearable devices and sensors (e.g., to monitor patients in their daily
routine). The data collected from those distributed devices could be com-
bined with a blockchain infrastructure to enhance traceability and privacy.
Moreover, automatizing secure and tamper-proof data sharing would fa-
cilitate doctors and researchers in collecting and elaborating the medical
information (e.g., producing statistics via smart contracts).

Blockchain as a Service (BaaS): as described in Section 2, several CTMS and
EDC software offer somewhat similar functionalities (yet neglecting the
consent management). Nevertheless, the system presented in this paper
shows that it is possible to improve consent management, leveraging on
new technologies like the blockchain. However, the implementation of a
blockchain infrastructure from scratch can be a demanding task, especially
for complex systems and big companies. To overcome this obstacle, a feasi-
ble solution would be to provide blockchain features and functionalities as a
service (requirement R2.2). For instance, the SCoDES prototype has been
realized as a whole web application, integrating every aspect (currently in
a simplified way) concerning the clinical trial workflow. An alternative ap-
proach could be to develop a blockchain service, providing a consent man-
agement module possible to be plugged into any existing or future platform
with a lightweight integration process. In this way, it would be possible to
implement a standalone CMS service and integrate it with an existing or
tailored CTMS (requirement R4.5).

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS): a multi-agent system is a set of intelligent agents
distributed in an environment, interacting with each other within or cross-
organization. An agent is an, even partially, autonomous entity, represented
by a program, a robot, or even a human being. In the specific use case,
measuring devices and sensors could be programmed as agents communi-
cating with each other and with the blockchain. In this way, it would be
possible to exploit all the advantages of intelligent agents for handling sen-
sitive data and also performing dynamic evaluations without forcing the
test subjects to manage their data manually.

Analyzing the prototype, design- and implementation-wise, it has been
possible to map the requirements presented in Section 3 on the implemented
features.

Yet, many challenges still need to be addressed. For example, do we really
need blockchain for CTs? Besides the advantages shown in managing the digital
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consensus via BCT, the overall answer is not straightforward. A deeper analysis
highlights multi-level concerns:

Cross-country laws: CTs and processes involving the use of sensitive data are
strictly regulated, often involving public institutions and regulations (which
may differ from one country to another). To this end, the challenge consists
of validating the blockchain-based approach in a way that could support or
even substitute all the bureaucracy that is behind. Yet, how to adopt/adapt
the blockchain in cross-country scenarios (where data constraints can differ
remarkably) is still an open challenge.

BCT/standards: currently, a plethora of blockchain frameworks (infrastruc-
ture) are competing to hit the market. However, there is a lack of stan-
dardization in integrating BCT in business scenarios. Hence, the typical
designing phases that are encountered in traditional software engineering
and development are not clearly defined. Thus, reducing the efficiency of
developing a blockchain infrastructure also leads to possible higher costs
(money/time). Healthcare companies or research institutes might instead
choose to implement their system relying on more traditional and con-
solidated frameworks (e.g., conventional database with access control) to
reach comparable results. Finally, the ability to choose a blockchain tech-
nology over another also depends on the interoperability capabilities of the
platform. As shown in the prototype presented in this paper, it is possi-
ble to integrate already existent platforms to cooperate with the system
(e.g., REDCap). However, the scale of a proof of concept is not compara-
ble with the structure of a real CTMS. To study all the intersection points
(third-party systems - BCT) and to prove that every part of the software
and interactions complies with regulations such as GDPR (General Data
Protection Regulation) and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act) standard might be overwhelming.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a full implementation of a consent manage-
ment application for clinical trials, based on blockchain technology. The re-
sulting proof-of-concept addresses the following challenges related to consent
management:

– Improve current procedures for managing consent while ensuring confiden-
tiality;

– Enable sensitive data sharing between medical platforms as electronic data
capture software (e.g., REDCap);

– Ensure trust in the data sources identities;
– Ensure traceability and integrity of data through a tamper-proof system.

This study shows that the use of blockchain technology within a network of
researchers and healthcare institutions/practitioners can facilitate both the
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process and collection of patient data and ensure the level of anonymity re-
quired for clinical trials and the reproducibility of the research. Thanks to the
BCT, the control data sharing for scientific research is simplified, while privacy
is ensured in cross-source.10

Finally, as described in Section 5, this study identifies as further develop-
ments the integration of BCT for managing medical data gathered through
IoT technologies in combination with intelligent multi-agent networks as well
as the implementation of trusted services through the paradigm of BaaS.
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